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Three JNK isoforms, JNK1, JNK2, and JNK3 have been reported and unique biological function has been
ascribed to each. It is unknown if selective inhibition of these isoforms would confer therapeutic or safety
benefit. To probe JNK isoform function we designed JNK2/3 inhibitors that have .30-fold selectivity over
JNK1. Utilizing site-directed mutagenesis and x-ray crystallography we identified L144 in JNK3 as a key
residue for selectivity. To test whether JNK2/3 selective inhibitors protect human dopaminergic neurons
against neurotoxin-induced mitochondrial dysfunction, we monitored reactive oxygen species (ROS)
generation and mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP). The results showed that JNK2/3 selective
inhibitors protected against 6-hydroxydopamine-induced ROS generation and MMP depolarization. These
results suggest that it was possible to develop JNK2/3 selective inhibitors and that residues in hydrophobic
pocket I were responsible for selectivity. Moreover, the findings also suggest that inhibition of JNK2/3 likely
contributed to protecting mitochondrial function and prevented ultimate cell death.

T
he c-jun NH2-terminal kinases (JNKs) are members of the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase family, a
group of serine/threonine kinases receiving interest over the past two decades as compelling evidence has
implicated them in many diseases such as Parkinson’s disease (PD)1–6, Alzheimer’s disease (AD)7–9, dia-

betes10–12, and cardiovascular disease13–16. Because of this, numerous medicinal chemistry efforts have been
initiated and selective JNK inhibitors have begun to emerge and include compounds from classes such as
indazoles17,18, aminopyrazoles18, aminopyridines19,20, pyridine carboxamides20,21, benzothien-2-yl-amides and
benzothiazol-2-yl acetonitriles22,23, quinoline derivatives24, and aminopyrimidines25–27. For a review of all these
classes see LoGrasso and Kamenecka28. All of these compounds classes, with the exception of the indazoles, have
shown selectivity for JNK over p38, but few have demonstrated selectivity between the three JNK isoforms.

The JNK subfamily is composed of three distinct genes, jnk1, jnk2 and jnk3, whose protein products are further
subdivided into ten splice variants29. JNK3 is primarily expressed in the brain, heart, and pancreas, while JNK 1
and 2 are expressed ubiquitously30,31. A series of reports that detail the protective effects of either jnk3 or jnk2/3
deletions confer in mice have piqued our interest in developing JNK 2/3 isoform selective inhibitors. In these
studies knockout mice possessed resistance to excitotoxic pathways including kainic acid induced seizure32 and
neuronal apoptosis via 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP), a common tool utilized to mimic
Parkinson’s disease related damage33. In addition, neuronal cells from JNK3 knockout mice also have resistance to
Ab-induced apoptosis, the characteristic lesion of Alzheimer’s disease34 and deletion of jnk3 from familial
Alzheimer’s disease (FAD) mice resulted in dramatic reduction of Ab42 levels and overall plaque load9.
Finally, in support of all of these findings, Fernandes et al. reported that jnk2/3 deletion protected retinal ganglion
cells (RGC) in mice from optic nerve crush injury35. Collectively, these data are powerful indicators that selective
JNK 2/3 inhibitors may have clinical benefit in a variety of neurodegenerative disorders such as PD, AD, and
retinal degeneration.

Difficulty of designing selective JNK 2/3 inhibitors is due to high sequence identity among the JNK isoforms.
JNK3 shares a 75% amino acid identity with JNK1, and JNK2 shares 73% identity with JNK1. JNK2 and JNK3 are
77% identical at the amino acid level. More importantly, the sequence identity of these enzymes in the ATP
binding pocket reaches 98%. In contrast, the amino acid identity for the overall protein and ATP binding pockets
between JNK3 and p38 is 48% and 80% respectively. Structural comparison of the C-terminal and N-terminal
lobes between JNK3 and JNK1 shows a root-mean square deviation (rmsd) of 1.49 Å and 1.05 Å respectively,
while the same comparison between JNK3 and p38 shows 1.69 Å and 1.29 Å respectively. Despite the high level of
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amino acid identity between JNK3 and JNK1 and p38, and the three-
dimensional structural similarity among these enzymes, it is still
possible to make JNK3 isoform selective inhibitors. Indeed, AMG-
548, Amgen’s former p38 clinical compound, showed a 188-fold
selectivity for JNK3 (61 nM) compared to JNK1 (11,480 nM)36

and a 294-fold selectivity for JNK2 (39 nM) compared to JNK136.
In 2009, we reported a class of aminopyrazoles that were highly
selective for JNK3 over p38, and also showed modest selectivity
(.25-fold) for JNK3 over JNK118. The molecular basis for this iso-
form selectivity remains unknown. To date no selectivity has been
shown for any compound between JNK2 and JNK3.

The current study was designed to understand the molecular basis
for JNK2/3 isoform selectivity. To do this we employed structure-
based drug design coupled to site-directed mutagenesis to elucidate
what residues within JNK3 and JNK1 were crucial for inhibitor
selectivity. In addition, we measured the effects of JNK2/3 selective
inhibitors in cell-based assays on functional endpoints such as mito-
chondrial ROS generation and mitochondrial membrane potential to
assess the role for JNK isoform contributions to those parameters.
The key findings of this work were: 1) Aminopyrazole inhibitors with
approximately 30-fold selectivity for JNK3 over JNK1 were designed;
2) Leucine 144 within JNK3, a residue in the hydrophobic I pocket of
JNK3, was largely responsible for the selectivity; 3) Inhibition of
JNK2/3 may be sufficient to inhibit increases in ROS and decreases
in mitochondrial membrane potential in SHSY5Y dopaminergic
cells caused by 6-OHDA. These results suggest that selectively tar-
geting JNK2/3 may be effective for preventing JNK-driven mito-
chondrial dysfunction and cell death.

Results
To understand what molecular features in JNK3 might help confer
selectivity of the aminopyrazole class of inhibitors over JNK1 we first
simply performed a primary sequence alignment of JNK3a1 with
JNK1a1 (Figure 1). Figure 1 presents the partial sequence alignment
between JNK3a1 and JNK1a1 for regions that contain residues
within the ATP binding pocket. For the 147 amino acids that are
displayed in Figure 1, only five (3.4%) differ between JNK3a1 and
JNK1a1. From those 147 residues, 23 residues (highlighted with a
black square) were within 4 Å of the inhibitor. The five green high-
lighted residues were ones that differ between the two isoforms in the
ATP pocket. Of those, only Leu144 (boxed in red) in JNK3 (Ile106 in
JNK1) is within 4 Å of the inhibitor. Furthermore, inspection of the
crystal structure showed that L144 forms part of hydrophobic I
pocket of JNK3 together with I92, K93, M115, I124, L126, M146,
and L206 (Figure 2). Importantly, we also compared similar crystal
structures of JNK337 and JNK138 (each had AMPPNP bound) to see if
any of the 23 residues within 4 Å of the inhibitor, despite not being
different, might have contributions that affected inhibitor binding.

This analysis revealed that the rmsd between JNK3 and JNK1 for
these 23 residues was 0.43 Å suggesting nearly identical structure for
these residues in the two isoforms. Given the identity of all these
residues and the ,0.5 Å difference in structure between JNK3 and
JNK1 for these key 23 residues, we reasoned that para-substitution
on the phenyl ring might be tolerated by the L144 in JNK3 but not the
Ile residue found in JNK1. Hence, we chose L144 for mutagenesis.

Table 1 presents the structures for five aminopyrazoles and bio-
chemical IC50 values versus WT JNK3, JNK3 L144I, WT JNK1, WT
JNK2, and p38. All five inhibitors were modestly potent ATP-com-
petitive inhibitors of WT JNK3 with biochemical IC50 values in the
range of 35–514 nM. 2-chloro substitution (SR-11165) on the phenyl
ring had a minor effect (3.3-fold) of decreasing potency compared to
the des-chloro analog (SR-12326). Similarly, para-fluoro phenyl sub-
stitution (SR-12327) also had a minor (2.9-fold) potency decreasing
effect when compared with the SR-12326. Larger substitutions such
as para-chloro phenyl (SR-12103) or para-methyl phenyl (SR-12130)
had more dramatic effects decreasing the potency by 14.7-fold and
9.9-fold, respectively when compared to SR-12326. When JNK3
Leu144 was replaced by Ile, the corresponding residue found in
JNK1, the IC50 values for four of the five compounds increased
between 22-fold and .86-fold (Table 1) when compared to WT
JNK3. Only the para-chloro phenyl (SR-12103) substitution had a
more modest increase of only 4.2-fold. Similarly, the IC50 values for
WT JNK1 for four of the five compounds increased between 11-fold
and .29-fold (Table 1) when compared to WT JNK3. All five inhi-
bitors showed no inhibition for p38 up to 10 mM (Table 1). The IC50

values for all five compounds for WT JNK2 (which also has Leu at
position 106 in JNK2) were within 4-fold of WT JNK3 (Table 1).
Finally, the Km value of ATP for JNK3 L144I was determined and
found to be 2.9 mM, which was nearly identical to the reported value
for WT JNK339. Given the ATP competitive nature of these inhibitors
it was important that ATP Km changes, if any, for the mutant were
not affecting the binding of the inhibitors.

To understand the structural features within JNK3 and within the
aminopyrazoles that were responsible for the JNK3 selectivity we
solved the crystal structures for SR-11165, SR-12326, SR-12327,
and SR-12130 with WT JNK3 at 2.01 Å, 1.9 Å, 2.65 Å and 2.3 Å,
respectively (Supplemental Table 1). Final Rwork/Rfree refinements
and other refinement statistics are presented in Supplemental
Table 1. The overall structure of WT JNK3 with SR-11165 bound
is presented in Figure 2A and the stereo view of 2Fo-Fc electron
density is presented in Supplemental Figure 1. SR-11165 (shown as
a stick model in orange) bound in the ATP pocket (shown as a surface
model) where the hydrophobic residues are highlighted in yellow and
the polar residues highlighted in cyan. The key L144 residue is high-
lighted in red and its side chain is shown (Figure 2A). One interesting
feature for this binding mode was that the Gly-rich loop folded down

Figure 1 | Partial sequence alignment of JNK3a1 (61–210) and JNK1a1 (23–172) for the region that contains residues within the ATP binding pocket.
Residues within the ATP binding pocket are designated by squares. The residues divergent between JNK1 and JNK3 are shaded in green. Residue

L144 in JNK3 (or I106 in JNK1) is the only divergent residue that is in the ATP binding pocket.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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on top of the compound and did not maintain the beta sheet struc-
ture more commonly seen with other ligands. It should be noted that
all of the compounds used in this study except SR-12326 had the Gly-
rich loop folded down. It is inconclusive whether the folded down
Gly-rich loop positively influenced inhibitor binding but given the
unique observation it was worth noting. Figure 2B shows a detailed
view of SR-11165 highlighting all residues of JNK3 within 3.5 Å that
have van der Waals interactions with the compound. Key hydrogen
bond interactions are shown as dashed green lines and the L144 side
chain is indicated in red.

We next superimposed the crystal structures of four of these com-
pounds and a computational model of SR-12103 to see what struc-
tural features of the inhibitors and JNK3 were crucial for selectivity
and the potency differences that were observed. Figure 3A presents
the overlay poses for five JNK3 selective aminopyrazole inhibitors.
The Ca RMSD of 351 residues that are superimposed were between
0.16 and 0.24 Å indicating the highly similar structures for all com-
pounds. Optimum binding of inhibitors in the JNK3 pocket were
assessed in terms of distances, d1 and d2, which were the distance
between C5 position on the phenyl ring of the inhibitors and Ca of

Figure 2 | Crystal structure of JNK3 39–402 and SR-11165 complex. (A) Ribbon diagram showing the overall structure of the complex. SR-11165 in

orange and L144 in red are highlighted in stick models. The ATP binding pocket where SR-11165 was bound, is shown as a surface model. The

hydrophobic residues and the polar residues are colored in yellow and cyan, respectively. (B) Detailed view of ligand binding pose in the ATP binding

pocket of JNK3. The key residues that directly interact with SR-11165 are shown as sticks. Hydrogen bonds are shown as green dash lines. Panels A and B

are shown in same orientation and color scheme.

Table 1 | Structures and Biochemical Inhibition for JNK3, JNK3L144I, JNK1, JNK2, and p38 for Various Aminopyrazoles

Structure Code

JNK3 JNK3L144I JNK1 JNK2 p38

(IC50, nM) (IC50, nM) (IC50, nM) (IC50, nM) (IC50, nM)

SR-11165 115 6 16.1 .10,000 2740 6 280 486 6 281 NI

SR-12326 34.7 6 7.7 1300 6 443 1013 6 139 132 6 93 NI

SR-12327 102.8 6 41.2 2043 6 449 1147 6 310 133 6 94 NI

SR-12103 513.7 6 103.5 2174 6 693 1506 6 214 650 6 460 NI

SR-12130 344.8 6 207.6 .10,000 .10,000 836 6 591 NI

The biochemical IC50 values 6 standard error of the mean are the average of $3 experiments each performed in triplicate. All enzymes used were human recombinant enzymes. NI 5 no inhibition at the
highest tested concentration of 10,000 nM.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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I92 (d1), and C4 of phenyl ring and Cb of Leu144 (d2). Substitution
on the para position of the inhibitors caused the two distances to
increase resulting in the decreased potency of these compounds

compared to the para-unsubstituted analog (SR-12326 shown in
orange). The van der Waals distances between d1 and d2 for JNK3
which has Leu at position 144 are shown in Figure 3B where the van

Figure 3 | Overlay poses for five JNK3 selective aminopyrazole inhibitors. (A) A superposition of four crystal structures and one computational model

of JNK3 39–402 with aminopyrazole complexes. SR-12103 is a computational model (starred) and the other four complexes were derived from the crystal

structures. L144 is colored red for the crystal structures and pink for the model structure. The Ca RMSD of 351 residues that are superimposed was

between 0.16 and 0.24 Å. The distances d1 and d2 in the insert table represent distances between C5 of the inhibitor phenyl ring and Ca of I92, and C4 of

the inhibitor phenyl ring and Cb of L144, respectively. (B) The crystal structure of JNK3/SR-12326 was chosen as a representative example for all five

compounds bound to JNK3 to illustrate the van der Waals distances differences between Leu 144 and Ile144. The C4 of the phenyl ring of the compound,

and Cb of leucine are shown in Van der Waals spheres, and distances between the carbon atoms are also shown. The optimum distances are predicted with

metadynamics calculations. (C) A computational model of SR-12326 bound to JNK3 that is mutated to isoleucine in residue 144 (L144I). The C4 of the

phenyl ring of the compound, and Cb and Cc of isoleucine are shown in Van der Waals spheres, and distances between the C atoms are also shown.

Figure 4 | Inhibition of mitochondrial ROS generation by the JNK2/3 selective aminopyrazole inhibitors in SHSY5Y cells. SHSY5Y cells were treated

with 35 mM 6-OHDA for 5 h and mitochondrial ROS was measured by normalized MitoSOXTM fluorescence in the presence or absence of 40, 370 nM

and 3 mM of the inhibitors. Statistical significance (p , 0.05, ANOVA) between control, untreated group and 6-OHDA treated group is shown by *.

Significance (p , 0.05, ANOVA) between 6-OHDA-treated groups and different concentrations of the JNK3 selective inhibitors and 6-OHDA-treated

groups is shown by * *.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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der Waals spheres for the phenyl ring in SR-12326 and JNK3 L144
are also shown. For comparison, a computational model of SR-12326
as a representative example of all five compounds bound to JNK3
where Leu was mutated to Ile (L144I) is also shown (Figure 3C).
The increased distance (d2) from 3.6 Å (Figure 3B) to 4.0 Å
(Figure 3C) for C4 of the phenyl ring of SR-12326 to Cb and Cc of
isoleucine is indicated. It should be noted that the lowest energy
rotameric state of the Ile side chain in the computational model
shown in Figure 3C corresponded to the same state determined in
the crystal structure for JNK3L144I (Supplemental Figure 2).

After establishing the molecular features within JNK3 and the
compounds that were responsible for the potency and isoform select-
ivity we next wanted to see if isoform selective inhibitors still main-
tained their potency in vitro for inhibition of 6-OHDA-induced
c-Jun phosphorylation and attenuation of mitochondrial ROS gen-
eration and mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) depolariza-
tion. We previously established that a class of aminopyrimidines
were potent pan JNK inhibitors that also potently inhibited c-Jun
phosphorylation, reactive oxygen species generation, and MMP dis-
sipation in many cell types including cardiomyocytes, INS-1 pancre-
atic b-cells, and primary dopaminergic neurons1,2,14,27.

Here we were able to assess whether inhibition of all three JNK
isoforms were needed to inhibit c-Jun phosphorylation, mitochon-
drial ROS, and MMP dissipation and assess what the contribution for
JNK1 would be to each of these functions. Table 2 presents the cell-
based inhibition of 6-OHDA-induced-c-Jun phosphorylation and
MMP depolarization in SHSY5Y cells. Four of the five compounds
had EC50 values for inhibition of c-Jun phosphorylation .3 mM,
with SR-12327 having an EC50 value . 10 mM. Only SR-11165
had an EC50 value , 1 mM (Table 2). Despite the weak inhibition
of c-Jun phosphorylation all five compounds had EC50 values
between 25–57 nM range for the inhibition of 6-OHDA-induced
MMP depolarization (Table 2). Importantly, a structural analog of
SR-11165, SR-11404 (Supplemental Figure 3), which was designed to
have no inhibition against JNKs 1-3 because of a methyl group on the
hinge binding amide, showed no inhibition of 6-OHDA-induced
MMP depolarization. To corroborate the MMP findings we also
measured the inhibition of mitochondrial ROS generation by
JNK2/3 selective inhibitors in SHSY5Y cells. Figure 4 presents the
normalized MitoSOX fluorescence for the five compounds presented
in Table 1. All five compounds showed potent inhibition of mito-
chondrial ROS at concentrations between 40 nM and 3 mM consist-
ent with the MMP findings.

Discussion
We previously reported a class of aminopyrazoles that showed
.2800-fold selectivity for JNK3 over p38 and 25-fold selectivity over
JNK118. The selectivity over p38 was largely described by the planar
nature of the pyrazoles as well as the smaller active site in JNK3 as
compared to p38. That study however did not investigate the reason
for the selectivity of these compounds for JNK3 over JNK1. In addi-
tion, the functional consequences of this selectivity were not exam-
ined in a biological system. In this report we utilized site directed
mutagenesis and x-ray crystallography to show that L144 in JNK3,

which corresponds to Ile106 in JNK1 was largely responsible for the
JNK3 selectivity in this class of inhibitors. In addition, we also inves-
tigated the biological effects of JNK2/3 inhibition in neuronal cells.

The mutagenesis results showed that Leu144 in hydrophobic
pocket I was the key structural feature within JNK3 that gave rise
to the selectivity of the aminopyrazoles for JNK3 over JNK1. The
greater than 22-fold increase in IC50 value for four of the five com-
pounds tested in this study upon mutagenesis of Leu144 to Ile sup-
ports this conclusion as does the shift of L144I mutant IC50 values in
the range for that of WT JNK1. In an attempt to understand why this
class had such selectivity we overlayed the crystal structure of SR-
12326 with that of compound 9l (SR-3562) from our previously
reported aminopyrimidine class of pan JNK inhibitors27 (Figure 5).
The overlay showed that the phenyl ring of SR-12326 projected into
hydrophobic pocket I where the aminopyrimidines represented by
SR-3562 did not. Thus, it is likely that the interaction of the hydro-
phobic pocket residues with the phenyl ring of SR-12326 was largely
responsible for the selectivity of this class for JNK3 over JNK1.
Indeed, any class of compounds that exploits this pocket, and in
particular the Leu144 residue, is likely to demonstrate high selectivity
for JNK3 over JNK1. This conclusion is supported by the findings of
Swahn et al. who in 2006 reported the only other known JNK3 iso-
form selective class of inhibitors19. Like the aminopyrazoles pre-
sented in this work, the anilino-bipyridines reported by Swahn
et al. showed 55-fold selectivity for JNK3 over JNK1. Furthermore
the crystal structure for one of their compounds showed that the
pyridyl group was in hydrophobic pocket I of JNK3 having contacts
with Leu144. It is important to note that while the anilino-bipyri-
dines reported by Swahn et al.19 had selectivity for JNK3 over JNK1 in
the same magnitude range as our compounds, they did not have high
selectivity over p38 thereby making them unsuitable for biological

Table 2 | Inhibition of c-Jun phosphorylation and 6-OHDA-induced Mitochondrial Membrane Potential Dissipation in SHSY5Y cells by five
JNK2/3 isoform selective inhibitors

Compound ID p-c-Jun Inhibition IC50 6 standard error (nM)
Inhibition of 6-OHDA induced Mitochondrial

membrane depolarization IC50 6 standard error (nM)

SR-11165 866 6 204 n 5 5 26 6 19 n 5 2
SR-12326 6638 6 1158 n 5 2 25 6 10 n 5 2
SR-12327 .10,000 n 5 2 57 6 48 n 5 2
SR-12103 3440 6 2216 n 5 2 46 6 29 n 5 2
SR-12130 3034 6 1083 n 5 2 42 6 31 n 5 2

Figure 5 | Overlay of complex crystal structures of JNK3:SR-12326 (pink)
and JNK3:SR-3562 (blue, PDB ID: 3KVX). The inhibitor binding modes

between SR-12326 and SR-3562, an aminopyrzaole and an

aminopyrimidine, respectively are compared. The SR-3562 binding site of

JNK3 is located under the b-strands b3/4 and G-rich loop, whereas the SR-

12326 binding site was located deeper into the pocket under N-lobe b-

sheet b3/4/5/7. The arrow in the insert figure indicates viewing direction in

the main figure. The inhibitor binding pocket of JNK3 in JNK3:SR-12326

complex is shown as a grey surface.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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evaluation in cell-based assays to assess the role of JNK in mitochon-
drial function and cell death. Moreover, no cell-based inhibition data
was reported so it is unclear if these compounds were cell permeable
or potent in vitro JNK inhibitors.

The SAR for the compounds presented in Table 1 can best be
understood by comparison of the interactions for each compound.
Para-substitution on the phenyl ring was accommodated by Leu144
in JNK3 because the phenyl ring was shifted further away from the
hydrophobic pocket I as evidenced by the increased distance (d1)
from the Ca of Ile92, a component of the hydrophobic pocket I.
Moreover, substitution at the para-position caused the van der
Waals interaction to increase at d1 and d2 thereby slightly decreasing
the potency. Furthermore, making the Ile144 substitution increased
the van der Waals distance between Ile144 Cb and Cc compared to
Leu thereby making compounds less potent for mutant even though
SR-12326 was unsubstituted.

While the structural features of the enzyme and inhibitors can help
explain the isoform selectivity, it required in vitro cell-based assays to
help assess the contribution that JNK3 and JNK2 make towards
mitochondrial dysfunction. Since all three JNK isoforms phosphor-
ylate c-Jun, the most likely explanation for why four of the five
compounds had IC50 values . 3 mM (and the fifth was near
1 mM) was that despite modestly potent JNK3 and JNK2 inhibition,
JNK1 was not potently inhibited in the cells due to the isoform
selectivity of these compounds and as such the JNK1 activity was
likely responsible for the c-Jun phosphorylation. Indeed, the cell-
based IC50 values were in a similar range as the JNK1 biochemical
IC50 values (Tables 1 and 2). Poor cell permeability for these com-
pounds cannot be ruled out, but this is highly unlikely as these
compounds were potent inhibitors of mitochondrial ROS generation
and MMP dissipation (Table 2, Figure 4).

The findings for the MMP dissipation and inhibition of mitochon-
drial ROS generation can best be explained by the fact that unlike c-
Jun phosphorylation, MMP dissipation and mitochondrial ROS gen-
eration may not have a significant contribution from JNK1 and that
this parameter is largely a function of JNK3 and JNK2 activity.
Indeed, the results seen in the current study were similar to our
findings for the aminopyrimidines where the IC50 value for inhibi-
tion of ROS generated by the mitochondria was approximately 1 nM
and the inhibition of c-Jun phosphorylation was 50 nM for SR-3562.
It may be that only a small amount of JNK3 and JNK2 inhibition goes
a long way towards shutting down JNK mitochondrial function. This
interpretation is consistent with the in vivo observations of Zhao and
Herdegen who reported that basal physiological JNK1 activity is
replaced in mitochondria by activated JNK3 and JNK2 following
neurodegenerative events40. Moreover, this possibility is further sup-
ported by the findings of Davis and colleagues who showed that
TNFa-induced ROS production was JNK-dependent, and that
almost no ROS production, as measured by CM-H2DCFDA detec-
tion, was seen in jnk-/- fibroblasts41. Similar findings were reported
by Karin and colleagues who also showed that TNFa-induced ROS
production had a significant JNK dependence42. Further confirma-
tion of this explanation could be achieved with a JNK1 selective (over
JNK3 and JNK2) inhibitor as it would be expected that such a com-
pound would not greatly affect mitochondrial ROS generation or
MMP depolarization. Thus far we have not designed such a molecule.
However, the lack of inhibition for MMP depolarization by SR-
11404, the inactive structural analog of SR-11165 lends further sup-
port that JNK3 and JNK2 inhibition contributed significantly to ROS
generation and MMP dissipation. It cannot be ruled out that off-
target kinase effects of the aminopyrazoles could also contribute to
the increased potency of MMP dissipation, but this interpretation is
unlikely given that at 10 mM only 2.2% of the 447 kinases tested with
an analog of those reported showed any binding at all in an Ambit
screen43. Finally, we cannot rule out alternative interpretations such
as other signaling pathways that do not have a kinase component

contributing to ROS or MMP changes in the mitochondria so this
remains a possibility for the greater potency in ROS generation and
MMP dissipation for these compounds.

This is the first report for a structural class of compounds that
shows high selectivity for JNK3 over JNK1 and p38. Through a series
of mutagenesis, SAR, and structural studies we showed that Leu144
in JNK3 and regions of the hydrophobic pocket I were essential to
accommodate side chains from the aminopyrazoles class and that
fine interactions between Leu144, Ile92, and para-substitutions of the
phenyl ring can have effects on the potency of these compounds.
Finally, our results suggest that inhibition of JNK3 and JNK2 may
be suitable to achieve high degrees of inhibition of mitochondrial
dysfunction. This observation may have great significance if it is ever
proven that full efficacy can be achieved solely by inhibiting JNK
mitochondrial function, if pan JNK inhibition has untoward side
effects in man, or if it is shown that inhibition of JNK nuclear signal-
ing is either not needed for efficacy in protecting neurons, or if
inhibition of nuclear signaling proves to have an unsuitable toxicity
profile. Indeed, many studies report the importance of JNK3 and
JNK2, especially in neurodegenerative disease, so isoform selective
inhibitors may be a great pharmacological tool and potentially a great
therapeutic avenue to probe these findings.

Methods
Expression and Purification of JNK3, JNK3L144I, and ATF2. WT JNK3 and ATF2
were expressed and purified as previously described18. Site directed mutagenesis of
Leu144 to Ile was done using polymerase chain reaction with primer sets,
59GGAGTTCCAAGATGTTTACATCGTAATGGAACTGATGGATGC39 and
59GCATCCATCAGTTCCATTACGATGTAAACATCTTGGAACTCC39, and the
template vector pET15b-JNK3 39-402. The L144I mutation was confirmed by DNA
sequencing. Expression of JNK3 L144I was accomplished in the same manner as WT
JNK3.

in vitro activation of WT JNK3 and JNK3 L144I. WT JNK3 39–402 and JNK3 39–
402 L144I were activated with upstream kinases MKK4 and MKK7, which were
purchased from Millipore. 300 nM of JNK3 proteins in 200 mL volume were
incubated for 2 h at 30uC with 100 nM each of MKK4 and MKK7 in kinase reaction
buffer containing 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT, 1 mM b-
pyrophosphate and 200 mM ATP. The phosphorylation state of the activated JNK3
proteins was confirmed by mass spectrometry analysis, Western analysis using p-JNK
antibody, (Cell Signaling) and specific activity assays.

Homogeneous Time-resolved Flourescence Assay (HTRF) for IC50

determination. Enzyme inhibition assays were performed as described18 with minor
modifications as noted below. The reaction was run for one hour using 0.5 mM
biotinylated FL-ATF-2, 1.25 mM ATP, 0.75 nM activated WT JNK3a1,
JNK3a1L144I, or WT JNK1 (purchased from Millipore). p38 enzyme inhibition
assays were performed as previously reported18.

Cell-based Assays Measuring JNK Activity. SHSY5Y cells (ATCC) were grown at
37uC and 5% CO2 in DMEM/F:12 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum and penicillin/streptomycin. To assure that the cells were actively growing,
only cells at ,80% confluency and between passages five and fifteen were used in our
experiments. The In cell Western assay was performed as follows: 60,000 SHSY5Y
cells/well were plated in a clear-bottomed Packard View black 96-well plate
(Millipore) in 100 ml of 10% FBS DMEM:F12 medium and allowed to attach
overnight. The next day, cells were treated with the inhibitors (15 nM-10,000 nM) for
1 h prior to induction of JNK pathway activation with 35 mM 6-hydroxydopamine
(6-OHDA) for 4–5 h. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min at
RT with no shaking and were washed once with 0.1 M glycine to neutralize
paraformaldehyde for 5 min under gentle shaking. Next, cells were permeated with
0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 20 min at RT on an orbital shaker and washed once with
PBS for 5 min and blocked with Licor Blocking Buffer in PBS (151 dilution in PBS)
for 1–1.5 h rocking at RT. Cells were incubated with the primary antibody (pcJun S63
Ab (Cell Signaling # 9261) 15100 dilution in Licor blocking buffer) overnight at 4uC
with rocking. The next day, cells were washed twice with PBS-0.1% Tween 20 (PBST)
washing solution 5 min each at room temperature on the orbital shaker. Next, cells
were washed once with Licor Blocking Buffer containing 0.05% Tween-20 for 5 min
at RT on a shaker. Cells were incubated with secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit
IR800 15500 dilution) in Licor blocking buffer 1 Tween-20 for 1 h rocking at RT in
the dark. After that the cells were washed twice with PBST for 5 min each at RT, and
then washed once with Licor blocking buffer containing 0.05% Tween-20 and
incubated with ToPro 3 (nucleic acid staining) diluted 154000 in Licor blocking
buffer or Licor blocking buffer with 0.05% Tween-20 for 30 min at RT in the dark.
Prior to analysis cells were washed twice with PBS and analyzed using the Odyssey
LICOR infrared scanner.
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Mitochondrial membrane depolarization. 60,000 SHSY5Y cells/well were seeded
into black-walled, clear-bottomed 96-well plates (Millipore). Cells were incubated
with inhibitors (15 nM-10,000 nM) for 1 h before adding 35 mM 6-OHDA for 4 h.
After a 4 h incubation, cells were stained with 500 nM MitoTrackerH Orange
CMTRos for 30 minutes under growth conditions to measure mitochondrial
membrane depolarization. The cells were washed twice in Hank’s Buffer Salt Solution
(HBSS), and placed in pre-warmed HBSS for fluorescent recordings. Fluorescence
was detected by exciting the fluorophore at 554 nm and monitoring the emission at
576 nm on a SpectraMax e5 plate reader (Molecular Devices). Mitochondrial
membrane depolarization was normalized to cell abundance by staining the cells with
Hoechst 33342 (excitation: 350 nm; emission: 450 nm).

Mitochondrial Superoxide Production. Mitochondrial superoxide generation was
monitored by MitoSOX Red (Invitrogen) fluorescence. SH-SY5Y cells (50,000 cells/
well) were seeded in to black walled, clear bottomed 96-well plate. Cells were
incubated with inhibitors (40 nM, 370 nM, 3000 nM) for 1 h before adding 35 mM
6-OHDA for 5 h. Cells were stained with 2.5 mM MitoSOX Red for 25 minutes under
growth conditions. The cells were washed twice in Hank’s Buffer Salt Solution
(HBSS), and placed in pre-warmed HBSS for imagining. MitoSOX Red fluorescence
was detected by exciting the fluorophore at 510 nm and monitoring the emission at
580 nm on a SpectraMax e5 plate reader (Molecular Devices). Mitochondrial
superoxide was normalized to cell abundance by staining the cells with Hoechst 33342
(excitation: 350 nm; emission: 450 nm).

Statistical Analysis for Cell-based Assays. For mitochondrial superoxide detection,
and mitochondrial membrane potential, three sample replicates were measured for
the three biological replicates obtained for each treatment. All statistics displayed
were performed using the ANOVA with Tukey’s comparison. A p-value of 0.05 was
used to determine significance.

Crystallization of JNK3 and JNK3L144I. The crystals of JNK3 39–402 for ligand
soaking experiments were grown using the vapor diffusion method at 4uC using a
precipitant containing 0.2 M ammonium tartrate pH 7.0, 20% PEG 3350 and 10 mg/
mL of JNK3 pre-incubated with 1 mM ATP on ice. Hanging drop plates with 3 mL
drops containing 151 protein-precipitant mixture and 500 mL of the precipitant were
incubated at 4uC. Crystals appeared after 24 h of incubation and grew continuously
until the size became approximately 50 3 50 3 100 mm. The soaking solution for
each compound was prepared by dilution of 50 mM of compound in 100% DMSO to
2,5 mM with the precipitant. Full-grown crystals were transferred to the soaking
solutions and were incubated 3,24 h before harvesting for data collection. The
crystals were then transferred to mounting loops and excess soaking solutions were
removed and flash frozen by plunging into liquid nitrogen.

Data collection and refinement. Diffraction datasets were obtained at beam line 11-1
of SLAC (SSRL), LS-CAT 21-IDG (APS), and at an in-house diffraction facility
equipped with a Micromax-007 HFM (Rigaku) and a Mar345dtb (Mar Research).
The datasets were processed with autoProc with MOSFLM as the data reduction
engine44,45. The crystals belonged to P212121 with the approximate unit cell
diminsions a < 53 Å, b < 71 Å, and c < 108 Å with one molecule in the assymetric
unit. The unit cell values indicated the crystal packing was the same as PDB ID 1JNK,
which is the most fequent crystal form of JNK3 crystals in PDB data base. PDB ID
1JNK was used as the initial refinement model. Quick molecular replacements using
Phaser in Phenix suite46, properly positoned JNK3 and showed free and
crystallographic R-factors values around 35%. Bound compounds were clearly
identified as positive densities in ATP binding pockets. Restraints and coordintates
for the compounds were generated using eLBOW in Phenix suite and incorporated
into the JNK3 coordinate using the graphics program Coot47. The models were then
refined using Buster (Global Phasing Ltd.) with TLS (translation, libration, and
screw-motion), water update and unknown ligand search options turned on. The
models were manually inspected and adjusted after each refinement cycle using Coot.
After six to ten cycles of refinements, the free and crystallographic R-factors
stabilized. Data processing and refinement statistics are given in Supplemental
Table 1. Structural analysis and figure preparations were done with PyMol
(Schrodinger, LLC). PDB i.d. numbers for the four structures are: 4W4V; 4W4W;
4W4X; and 4W4Y.

Computational modeling, metadynamics calculations. For a computational model
of JNK3:SR-12103 complex, the H- at phenyl C4 was substituted with Cl- in co-crystal
structure of JNK3:SR-12326 using Maestro (Schrodinger, LLC) followed by Prime
energy minimization of the inhibitor and the residues within 5 Å of the inhibitor. A
computational model of SR-12326 bound to JNK3 L114I was also produced in
Maestro by mutating L144 to Ile followed by the same minimization protocol used for
JNK3:SR-12103. The metadynamics calculations were conducted using Schrodinger
distribution of Desmond 3.4 (DE Shaw Research) with OPLS_2005 force field. Briefly,
the modeled coordinate of JNK3 L144I:SR-12326 and the co-crystal structure of
JNK3:SR-12326 were solvated in an orthorhombic box with TIP3 water and 150 mM
NaCl which buffer 10 Å each direction. The systems were pre-equilibrated using the
NPT relaxation protocol, which consists of restrained followed by unrestrained
minimizations and short simulations with isothermal and isobaric ensemble.
Production runs were run for 10 ns at constant temperature (300 K) and pressure
(1.01325 bar). Short- and long- range Coulombic interactions were set to Cutoff
method with 9 Å radius and smooth particle mesh Ewald tolerance method with the

tolerance of 1 3 1029, respectively. Distances between C5 of the inhibitor phenyl ring
and Ca of I92 (d1), and C4 of the inhibitor phenyl ring and Cb of L144 (d2) were
set as collective variables. Two dimensional free energy surfaces for the collective
variables were determined at the end of the simulation run.
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